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Connor Weiss

In alliance space commander Connor Shepard arrived after escaping the reapers on earth, his planet was

Verb - Past Participle for the most part but they are still fighting in earth. When we Verb - Past Tense we

asked the council for help, they didn't agree to help but the human Noun and the Turian councilor

agreed to help, under Number condition, Pronoun help the Turians on palaven, the

Adjective - Superlative moon of their home planet. After we went through that we got a distress call from

Eden prime, somewhere I had not been in a Adjective time, when we arrived there, Cerberus

Noun - Plural were there Verb - Present Tense for a prothean Noun , after Pronoun

Verb - Past Tense them out, we went to the artifact, and we opened it and a living prothean came out, and he

agreed to help us against the reapers. We gathered many other races to defeat the reapers, but we went back to

the citadel and something was off, Cerberus had invaded, and we stormed through and we got to a room and saw

the salarian councilor standing there, but she was Verb - Past Participle by kai-leng, my Noun , after

that we went to the Cerberus Noun to kill the illusive man once and for all, but when we got there, he

was not there. But kai-leng was and we fought him, and he lost, but then the illusive man came onto the

hologram and he told us that the citadel was at earth and that the crucible, a large prothean weapon that could

wipe out entire races, was there to. We made it to earth and then we made it to the reaper, harbinger, the first

reaper, he hit me with a beam and killed my team, then I woke up and walked to the beam and it took me to the

core of the citadel, I saw Anderson there and the illusive man showed up, he tried to convince me to not destroy

the reapers, but then he shot me and Anderson, and we killed him. I passed out and a rising platform took me up

to



the crucible, and I saw a child that died on earth, and he told me about the crucible, and said that I could destroy

synthetic life, control the reapers, or destroy the reapers, either way I destroyed the mass relays, and I would die

to. Shepard destroyed the reapers and brought peace, until a new threat would rise, his surviving team crash

landed on an unknown alien planet with the Normandy, and that was it. My team placed a plack on the wall that

said admiral Anderson and commander C. Shepard.

THE END
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